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Abstract

On October 14, 1995, a C1.6 long duration event (LDE) started in active region (AR) NOAA 7912 at approximately

5:00 UT and lasted for about 15 h. On October 18, 1995, the Solar Wind Experiment and the Magnetic Field Instrument

(MFI) on board the Wind spacecraft registered a magnetic cloud (MC) at 1AU, which was followed by a strong

geomagnetic storm. We identify the solar source of this phenomenon as AR 7912. We use magnetograms obtained by

the Imaging Vector Magnetograph at Mees Solar Observatory, as boundary conditions to the linear force-free model of

the coronal field, and, we determine the model in which the field lines best fit the loops observed by the Soft X-ray

Telescope on board Yohkoh. The computations are done before and after the ejection accompanying the LDE. We

deduce the loss of magnetic helicity from AR 7912. We also estimate the magnetic helicity of the MC from in situ

observations and force-free models. We find the same sign of magnetic helicity in the MC and in its solar source.

Furthermore, the helicity values turn out to be quite similar considering the large errors that could be present. Our

results are a first step towards a quantitative confirmation of the link between solar and interplanetary phenomena

through the study of magnetic helicity.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are expulsions of

mass and magnetic field from the Sun. Low (1996)

pointed out that one of the most important roles of

CMEs is to carry away magnetic helicity from the Sun,

which would accumulate incessantly otherwise, since
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helicity generated by the dynamo, helical turbulence and

the differential rotation does not change sign with the

cycle. Magnetic helicity is defined for a field ~B within a

volume V as: H ¼
R

V
~A:~BdV , where the vector potential

~A satisfies ~B ¼ ~r � ~A. On the northern hemisphere

magnetic features have preferentially negative (left-

handed) helicity, while the southern hemispheric fea-

tures show preference for the opposite sign (positive,

right-handed helicity; for a recent review see Pevtsov

and Balasubramaniam, 2003). Since magnetic helicity is

well preserved even in non-ideal MHD (Berger, 1984),
d.
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the helicity is expected to be conserved during the

ejection of a CME into the interplanetary space. Part of

these ejections are detected in situ as magnetic clouds

(MC). An MC is characterized by lower proton

temperature and higher magnetic field strength than

the surrounding solar wind. Typically, the magnetic field

vector shows a smooth significant rotation across the

cloud (Burlaga et al., 1981; Burlaga, 1990, 1995)

indicating a helical (flux rope) magnetic structure, which

clearly has non-zero helicity.

How much helicity is carried away from the Sun by a

CME is still a question that may be answered by

measuring the decrease of helicity in the solar corona

due to a CME, or measuring the helicity content of the

resulting MC. The first attempt to estimate the magnetic

helicity of MCs was made by DeVore (2000), who used a

sample of 18 MCs analyzed by Lepping et al. (1990). He

obtained a mean helicity value of 2� 1042 Mx2 (for a

flux rope length of 0.5 AU) and a mean magnetic flux of

1� 1021 Mx for these MCs. Démoulin et al. (2002) and

Green et al. (2002) developed a method to measure the

helicity content of active regions in the corona obtaining

a typical value of 4–23� 1042 Mx2. Building on

DeVore’s method for the estimation of the helicity

content of MCs, they drew the helicity budget of two

ARs from emergence through decay. They measured

long-term (from one rotation to the next) changes in the

coronal helicity content, identified all the CMEs ejected

from the two ARs during their entire lifetime (31 and 66,

respectively) and estimated the total amount of helicity

ejected. However, they made no attempt to measure the

decrease of coronal helicity due to any of these CMEs,

nor they linked the CMEs to any in situ MC observation

(see also Mandrini et al., 2004a).

Nindos et al. (2003) computed photospheric magnetic

helicity influx (i.e. increase of coronal helicity) from

foot-point motions using a local correlation tracking

(LCT) method in six ARs prior to the occurrence of halo

CME events. All these CMEs were linked to observed

MCs. Using a flux-tube length determined by the

condition for the initiation of the kink instability in

the coronal flux rope for the MCs (which gives a length

between of 0.6 and 1.3AU), the helicities calculated were

broadly consistent with the injection of helicity they

obtained over 110–150 h time intervals prior to the CME

events. However, the LCT method, as pointed out by

Démoulin and Berger (2003), is likely to underestimate

the photospheric magnetic helicity influx.

The first diagnostics of change in coronal helicity due

to a CME was carried out by Bleybel et al. (2002). They

used vector magnetograms prior to and after an eruptive

event and a non-linear force-free magnetic field extra-

polation code to compute the pre- and post-ejection

helicities in the source region directly from the

magnetograms, which were separated by 17.5 h. They

found a helicity decrease of 0:7� 1042 Mx2.
The first direct link between the measurement of

magnetic helicity loss in the solar corona due to a CME

and magnetic helicity computed in its resulting MC at

1AU, was done by Mandrini et al. (2004b). Carrying

out a multi-wavelength analysis of a sigmoidal coronal

bright point, which appeared at Sun centre, they found

evidence for its eruptive behavior (flaring followed by

dimmings and the appearance of cusped loops). Using a

linear force-free model of the pre- and post-eruption

coronal loops they computed the change in coronal

helicity due to the eruption (CME). Analyzing in situ

data obtained by the Wind spacecraft, they found a

small MC, which could be linked to the small solar

eruption by timing, spatial magnetic orientation and

field direction. Modeling the MC and having constraints

on the length of its flux tube from the short lifetime of

the solar source region, they calculated its helicity. The

helicity change in the corona and the helicity content of

the MC were the same: 3� 1039 Mx2, which, given the

unusually small size of the source region, can be

regarded as a lower bound for the helicity loss due to

a CME. However, we still lack such analysis for a more

typical size CME/MC event.

On October 18–19, 1995, an MC reached the Earth

producing an intense geomagnetic storm

(Dst ¼ �120 nT), the largest event observed in the period

of 1994–1997. When the MC reached the Wind space-

craft, its magnetic field had a strong southward

component (�Bz) for about 15 h, then the magnetic

field vector turned northward for a period of about 15 h

(see Fig. 3). Generally, a long time interval of negative

Bz in a cloud causes geomagnetic disturbances, incoming

particles, auroras, etc. Magnetic modeling of the

observations showed that the cloud can be well

approximated with a flux rope of right-handed twist

(positive helicity, Lepping et al., 1997).

This MC was reportedly linked to a long-duration

event (LDE) on the Sun by van Driel-Gesztelyi et al.

(2000), a common low-coronal signature of CMEs. The

coronal loops, observed in soft X-rays by Yohkoh/SXT

Tsuneta et al. (1991), were highly sheared (sigmoidal)

prior to the eruption; some loops were seen expanding

during the flare and the AR loops became more

potential a few hours after the flare maximum. The

forward-S shape of the coronal loops suggested positive

helicity, the same sign as was found in the corresponding

MC.

This large geo-effective event, which was well

observed both on the Sun and in the interplanetary

(IP) space, provides a good opportunity for us to

make the direct link between magnetic helicity change in

the corona and the helicity observed at 1AU. We

describe the solar event and compute the change

of helicity in the corona due to the CME (Section 2).

In Section 3 we describe the IP event, model it and

compute the magnetic helicity of the MC. Finally, in
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Section 4 we discuss the results and in Section 5 we

conclude.
2. The solar event on 14 October 1995

2.1. Sigmoid eruption

The source region, AR 7912, had a magnetic

orientation opposite to Hale’s Law (Fig. 1a). Based on

the long-term (four rotations) evolution of the AR, it

was proposed by López Fuentes et al. (2000) that AR

7912, having an opposite sign of twist and writhe, was

formed by a helical flux tube which was deformed in the

convection zone by external forces while ascending.

On 14 October a C1.6 (GOES class) LDE started in

AR 7912 after � 05:00 UT, reached maximum X-ray

flux at 09:21 UT and lasted for at least 15 h. The LDE
Fig. 1. (a) Kitt Peak magnetic map and (b,c) Yohkoh/SXT soft

X-ray observations on 14 October 1995. (b) The highly sheared

loops are in expansion in the X-ray image (taken before the

peak of the LDE at 09:21UT). Note the S-shaped loops in the

reversed polarity AR 7912. (c) The dim huge loop (indicated by

an arrow) seen in projection at 08:55UT corresponds to the

expanding sigmoid. Solar North is up and West to the right in

these figures.
started by loop brightenings in the central part of the

AR, during which some of the sigmoidal loops became

visible. Expansion of coronal loops started at 05:23 UT.

By 07:29 UT the expanding loops encountered the

magnetic fields of neighboring regions and an ‘‘X-point’’

coronal structure appeared, presumably the result of

inter-active-region reconnections (see Fig. 1b). The

expansion of AR 7912 continued and by 08:22 UT

(and certainly by 08:55 UT), the span of the fading

loops, in projection, became comparable to the solar

radius (see Fig. 1c). Similar sigmoid expansion was

observed by Manoharan et al. (1996). For a more

detailed description of the LDE we refer to van Driel-

Gesztelyi et al. (2003).

Since in October 1995 space-born coronagraph

observations were not yet available, we do not have

direct observation of the CME. However, a strong

statistical link between LDE and CME occurrences

(Webb, 1992) and the observation of the actually

expanding sigmoidal structures provide evidence of a

CME in this event.

2.2. Coronal magnetic helicity change

When a flux tube is ejected from the solar corona into

the IP space, it carries away only a part of the magnetic

helicity contained in the coronal field. Therefore, we

need to compute the variation of the coronal magnetic

helicity from before to after an eruptive event to

estimate the ejected helicity.

To compute magnetic helicity in the corona, we first

need to model the coronal field. Using magnetograms

provided by the Imaging Vector Magnetograph (IVM)

(Mickey et al., 1996; LaBonte et al., 1999), at Mees Solar

Observatory, we have extrapolated the observed photo-

spheric line of sight component of the field to the corona

under the linear (or constant a) force-free field (fff)

assumption: ~r � ~B ¼ a~B. Our code uses a fast Fourier

transform method as proposed by Alissandrakis (1981),

more details on the computation and the transformation

of the observed field to heliographic coordinates can be

found in Démoulin et al. (1997). Two different

magnetograms from IVM were used to compute the

coronal field, one at 00:20 UT and another at 17:55 UT,

on October 14, 1995.

The only free parameter in a linear force-free field

(lfff) model is the value of a. To determine a, we use two
SXT full disk images, one at 07:30 UT (the time at which

the SXT loops appeared to be most sheared) and the

other at 11:58 UT (by this time the SXT loops became

more relaxed). These times are well before the maximum

of the LDE at 09:21 UT in GOES data and well after the

largest observable expansion of the SXT loops (and

maximum of the LDE), respectively. These SXT images

are coaligned with the two previously mentioned IVM

magnetograms. The value of a is determined through an
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iterative process. First, we compute the coronal field

assuming a given value for a; then, we determine the

distance of the closest field-line for each observed SXT

coronal loop and, finally, through successive computa-

tions with different a-values, we select the value of a
that gives the best global fit either for a selected set of

loops, or for the whole region (for more details see

Green et al., 2002).

In general, a is not constant along the AR. In this

particular case, a was higher in the northern part of the

AR and lower in the southern part of AR 7912. This was

the case for both magnetograms and SXT images chosen

for our modeling. The values of a for the earlier

magnetogram and SXT image are in the range of

(0.94–2.07)�10�2 Mm�1, while they are between

(0.12–1.50)�10�2 Mm�1 for the later magnetogram

and coronal image. The field lines with the lower and

higher a-values are shown in Fig. 2 with thin and thick

lines.

Once the coronal model is determined, we compute

the relative coronal magnetic helicity, Hcor, following

Berger (1985). When a lies close to a critical value (acrit),
which depends on the size of the integration box, Hcor

may take very high unphysical values (see the Appendix

in Green et al., 2002). A way to avoid this artificial

enhancement of Hcor for a close to acrit, which is the

case for our coronal model for SXT image at 07:30UT,

is to use a linearized version of the expression given by

Berger (1985). We note that there were typographic

errors in the published equation (Eq. (11) in Green

et al., 2002); however, these typos appeared only in the

script and did not influence the results. The correct

expression is:

Hcor ¼ a
XNx

nx¼0

XNy

ny¼0

jeB2

nx ;ny
j

ðk2
x þ k2

yÞ
3=2

, (1)

where the mode nx ¼ ny ¼ 0 (uniform field) has no

contribution. The use of this linearized expression

implies that our helicity values, within the lfff approx-

imation, represent a lower bound for the magnetic

helicity value before the eruption (see Table 1).

Furthermore, at the northern part of the AR (where

the most sheared loops are observed) our model does

not give a good representation of the coronal field

because the observations do not include the magnetic

field outside the AR (the IVM magnetograms cover

only the AR magnetic field; then, our model cannot

account for the connections towards AR 7910 at the

East of AR 7912).

The coronal helicity results are shown in the third

column of Table 1. The decrease of coronal magnetic

helicity is in the range of 3� 1042 Mx2 pDHcorp
6� 1042 Mx2, giving an average of DHcor ¼ 4:5�
1042 Mx2.
3. The interplanetary event on 18–19 October, 1995

3.1. The magnetic cloud

The MC observed by the Wind spacecraft on October

18–19, 1995, has been studied by several authors (see e.g.

Lepping et al., 1997; Larson et al., 1997; Janoo et al.,

1998; Collier et al., 2001; Hidalgo et al., 2002). The in

situ plasma and magnetic data indicate that the cloud

reached the spacecraft at �19:00 UT, on October 18,

1995. While the entry of the cloud is very clear, its exit

time cannot be well determined and different authors

take different values. An end time at �23:00 UT, on

October 19, 1995 has been taken by (Lepping et al.,

1997; Janoo et al., 1998; Collier et al., 2001), which is the

one we will use in this paper.

The orientation and the size of this cloud was

determined by Lepping et al. (1997) and Hidalgo

et al. (2002). The former authors fitted the physical

parameters of the MC under the assumption of

a lfff model for its magnetic configuration, while

the latter ones used a non-force free constant current

model.

Information on the length of the flux tube in MCs can

be obtained by studying the electron distribution

function. Counter-streaming electrons, when present,

are considered to indicate magnetic connection to the

Sun. The absence of electron streams is interpreted as a

full disconnection. Based on such data, Larson et al.

(1997) concluded that the October 18–19 MC was

connected to the Sun at least at one end (see their

Section 4 for a discussion). They estimated the semi-

length of the magnetic field lines from in situ observa-

tions (at 1AU) of impulsive electron events

(�1–102 keV) and solar type III radio bursts. From an

analysis of the arrival time of the electrons, the semi-

length of the field lines near the centre of the cloud (i.e.,

lines practically parallel to the cloud axis) turned out to

be �1:2AU, confirming that the flux tube was still

connected to the Sun.

Here, we analyze the 1min resolution magnetic data

from the MFI aboard Wind. Our aim is to compute the

magnetic flux and helicity content using two different

approaches to determine the variation range of these

magnitudes. The data were downloaded from http://

cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/cdaweb/istp-public/.

The magnetic structure of MCs is usually modeled by

a cylindrical helix. To determine its orientation, we

apply the minimum variance (MV) method to the data

(see e.g. Bothmer and Schwenn, 1998). Then, we obtain

the components of the field in a cartesian system

attached to the cloud (local components), such that:

(a) Bz;cloud is the axial component, being its value

positive at the cloud centre, (b) By;cloud is the poloidal

component once the spacecraft crossed its axis, and (c)

Bx;cloud is the radial component, also after leaving the

http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/cdaweb/istp-public/
http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/cdaweb/istp-public/
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Fig. 2. Yohkoh/SXT soft X-ray images overlaid with longitudinal magnetograms (left) and coronal linear force-free model (right) of

AR 7912. Isocontours (�70, �140G) are drawn with continuous/dashed lines for positive/negative magnetic field values. The scale of

the vertical and horizontal axes is in Mm. Terrestrial North is up in the magnetic data, the coronal images have been rotated

accordingly.
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MC centre. Fig. 3 shows the components of the

magnetic field in an extended range of time. Dashed

lines mark the two boundaries of the cloud.

3.2. Magnetic cloud model

Several modeling and fitting methods have been used

to reproduce the magnetic structure of MCs; however,

it is not yet clear which one is the best to describe it.
We model the cloud field using two fff configurations:

(1) a lfff (model L, Lundquist, 1950), and (2) a non-

linear fff with uniform twist (model GH, Gold and

Hoyle, 1960). Using the MV coordinates, we compare

the observations with the results for the two models.

The physical parameters that best fit the observations

are computed following the method described in Dasso

et al. (2003). The radius of the cloud is estimated

from the duration of the MC and the observed solar
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Fig. 3. Interplanetary magnetic field (in local components) of the MC. Dashed lines show the boundaries of the cloud.

Table 1

Left block of columns shows the time, the range of the lfff parameter a, and the range of the AR relative magnetic helicity Hcor

Active region Magnetic cloud

Time (UT) a (10�2 Mm�1) Hcor ð10
42 Mx2Þ Model F (1021 Mx) HMC (1042 Mx2Þ

07:30 0.94–2.07 7–15 L 1.1 9

11:58 0.12–1.50 1–12 GH 1.2 8

Right block shows the model name, the computed axial flux (F) and relative magnetic helicity of the MC, HMC, computed for a length

of 2.4AU.
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wind speed. The curves from the two models, together

with the observations are shown in Fig. 4 for Bz;cloud

and By;cloud.

From the models, we deduced an axial flux F �

1:15� 1021 Mx for the MC (Table 1). At least three sets

of MCs, analyzed with model L, have been published:

18 MCs by Lepping et al. (1990), 23 MCs by Zhao

et al. (2001) and 28 MCs by Watari et al. (2001). The
average values of the axial magnetic field B0 are

ð2; 2:4; 1:8Þ � 10�4 G and the values of the radius are

ð2:1; 1:7; 1:5Þ � 1012 cm, respectively. The lfff model then

gives axial-flux values of ð1:3; 1:1; 0:7Þ � 1021 Mx, respec-

tively. So the value of F found (Table 1) is comparable

to the mean flux found within three sets of MCs.

This value corresponds to � 10% of the total flux of

AR 7912.
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A gauge-invariant relative magnetic helicity (HMC)

has been deduced by Dasso et al. (2003) for the two

models (L and GH) used here. Following their

computations, we quantify HMC from the fitted para-

meters using a flux tube length of 2.4AU. The results of

the two models are comparable (Table 1) and are a

factor two larger than the helicity change found at the

coronal level (Section 2.2). We further discuss the

helicity results in the next section.
4. Discussion

The decrease of the coronal helicity due to the

eruption was analyzed previously by Bleybel et al.

(2002) using the same IVM vector magnetograms as we
used. They obtained a decrease of 0:7� 1042 Mx2, a

factor of six lower than our value (4:5� 1042 Mx2). A

non-linear force-free field (nlfff) model of the coronal

field, utilized by Bleybel et al., is generally considered

superior to the lfff approximation utilized by us, since

the nlfff approach allows for local (even sign) changes in

a, while in the lfff approach a is uniform. Since

photospheric electric currents are observed to be

concentrated and patchy, the former approach is

certainly more realistic. However, the nlfff computations

use the transverse field measurements to derive the

current density. It is presently difficult to compute

reliable photospheric currents over a full AR, in

particular because of the noise level in the transverse

field and the difficulty to resolve the 180� ambiguity (see

e.g. Gary and Démoulin, 1995). The nlfff numerical

methods have also their own problems and the result of

different methods still needs to be compared. Moreover,

since the total magnetic flux reported in Table 1 of

Bleybel et al. (8.4–7.3�1025 cm2 G, or Mx) appears to be

four orders of magnitude higher than that of solar active

regions (we measured a total flux of 7.8–8.4�1021 Mx on

the same magnetograms), the validity of their reported

helicity values, which are also one order of magnitude

lower than the helicity found by us in the related MC,

may raise questions.

How accurate is the helicity change in the corona we

obtained? We are confident that we have found the right

order of magnitude, since this order is confirmed by the

independent estimation in the MC. However, it is

extremely difficult to estimate an error for the computed

helicity because the observed coronal field is not fully

relaxed to a linear force-free state. The general property

of a lfff is to make the shorter (resp. longer) field lines

less (resp. more) sheared than the observed coronal

loops. This implies that the lfff has very low (resp. too

large) magnetic helicity in the small scales (resp. large

scales) compared to the coronal field (see e.g. Schmieder

et al., 1996). Since the value of a is selected so that the

lfff represents the best global fit to the observed coronal

loops, we hope that the over/under estimate of helicity at

large/small scales roughly compensate each other.

However, this can only be verified when another method

will be available to estimate the coronal helicity.

Several works have estimated the magnetic helicity

content in MCs. DeVore (2000) computed the relative

helicity in an MC using Berger’s (1999) equation, and

the average values of the axial magnetic field B0 and

radius R for a set of 18 clouds studied by Lepping et al.

(1990). We have done the same computation for the sets

analyzed by Zhao et al. (2001) and Watari et al. (2001).

The mean helicity per unit length along the MC, dH=dl,

is ð4:9; 5:6; 2:2Þ � 1042 Mx2 for the three sets, respec-

tively. Nindos and Zhang (2002) found that dH=dl of an

MC was as large as 64� 1042 Mx2. However, taking the

average of MCs observed in the year 2000 they obtained
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an average value of dH=dl � 8� 1042 Mx2. In another

paper, Nindos et al. (2003), using observations of MCs

ejected from 6 ARs via halo CMEs, found dH=dl in the

range of ½1:5; 15� � 1042 Mx2. As a counterpart to these

large MCs, Mandrini et al. (2004b) identified an ejection

and associated very small MC for which they estimated

dH=dl � 3� 1039 Mx2. In summary, the helicity content

of MCs determined so far are between the orders of

1039–1043 Mx2, with a mean of about a few times of

1042 Mx2.

As for the geo-effective MC of October 18–19, there

are several uncertainties in our magnetic helicity

estimation. On one hand, there is still no consensus

over the flux tube length of the MC, which enters as a

multiplicative factor in the helicity value. According to

Larson et al. (1997) the semi-length of the field lines at

the center could be estimated as 1.2AU in at least one

leg of the MC (see Section 3.1), but these authors note

that the heat flux of energetic electrons presented

numerous abrupt changes, from bi-directional streaming

to unidirectional streaming to complete disappearance,

implying a patchy magnetic disconnection from the Sun

of one or possibly even both ends. Then, the value of

HMC using a length of 2.4AU is an upper limit for the

cloud helicity, since we cannot ascertain that the 1.2AU

length applies to both cloud legs.

All the helicity studies (including the present one)

have considered that the cross-section of MCs is circular

(see references in Section 3.1). However, if the cross-

section shape is oblate instead, then, our helicity values

could be underestimated (see Vandas and Romashets,

2003, for a generalization of the Lundquist model to an

oblate structure). This is likely to be the case in the

studied MC since the observed norm of the magnetic

field is more uniform across the section than in the

cylindrical models. Furthermore, since the magnetic

helicity value depends strongly on the radius (to the

fourth power, see Dasso et al., 2003) any uncertainty in

its determination influences the results. We have

computed our radius taking the cloud end time at

23:00 UT on October 19, 1995, other authors (Larson et

al., 1997; Hidalgo et al., 2002) have taken the cloud end

time at � 01:40 UT on 20 October. Extending our end

time to the latter would also imply a larger MC helicity

value. Another uncertainty comes from the unknown

distribution of the twist along the interplanetary flux

rope, whether it is uniform or not. We assume that the

twist is uniformly distributed. As at the coronal level,

only future research will be able to test the precision of

this approach.

Leamon et al. (2004) derived the axial magnetic flux,

the total current, and the field line twist (number of

turns) from in situ observations of 12MCs and

compared these properties with those of the correspond-

ing ARs. The aim of this work was to find the origin of

the magnetic flux and twist in the MCs. They found that
the axial magnetic flux of an MC is comparable to the

magnetic flux of its associated AR; while we rather find a

factor 10 times lower flux in the MC, in agreement with

our previous studies (Démoulin et al., 2002; Green et al.,

2002; Mandrini et al., 2004b) and also with the results by

Nindos et al. (2003). Leamon et al. also found that there

is no statistically significant sign relationship between

the magnetic twist measured in an MC and its related

AR, again a result different from previous studies (e.g.

Rust, 1994; Nindos et al., 2003; Pevtsov and Balasu-

bramaniam, 2003). They also concluded, in agreement

with earlier studies, that the magnetic field in MCs is

much more twisted (�10 turns end to end) than that of

the related ARs, and that the twist is created through

magnetic reconnection during the eruption. We agree on

this point. Magnetic reconnection can indeed create a

high number of turns from a sheared arcade (Berger,

1998), while it preserves the total magnetic helicity; so

the helicity lost from the corona is expected to appear in

the IP space. Therefore, our finding that the helicity

change in the AR is comparable with the MC helicity is

fully compatible with a higher twist in the MC than in its

solar source region.
5. Conclusion

We computed the relative magnetic helicity in AR

7912 before and after the ejection that accompanied a

C1.6 LDE, which occurred on October 14, 1995, in

order to obtain the helicity carried away by the CME.

We also computed the helicity content of the well-

observed MC of October 18–19, 1995, which was

reportedly related to the solar event.

In spite of all the uncertainties involved both in the

solar and interplanetary modeling, the coronal and MC

helicity values we obtained: (i) have the same sign (40)

and (ii) their magnitudes agree within a factor of two

(4:5� 1042 Mx2 in the corona and 8:5� 1042 Mx2 for the

MC). The close correspondence of these values,

obtained independently, based on remote sensing and

in situ data and different modeling methods, is very

promising. Therefore, we conclude that the CME ejected

from the Sun on 14 October, 1995, carried away

magnetic helicity of a few times 1042 Mx2.
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